We create contemporary and innovative
soft seating solutions designed to enhance
the progressive workplace of the 21st
century.

The following pages have been collated to provide an extensive selection of breakout
furniture, reception seating and collaborative options for today’s workplace specifier.
Every space is different and will require solutions to fit its individual purpose. We trust
that you will seek, find and implement our tools, assisting you in your ultimate task of
creating comfortable, contemporary and productive workspaces.

Optional extras are on display throughout this brochure. Please refer to your price list for further information and pricing.
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Theo

Available as a single armchair or two and three seat sofas. Theo offers the flexibility to be
either a classic looking sofa with button back detail & timber leg frame, or choose a more
contemporary look with plain backrests & metal feet.
THEO ONE
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THEO TWO

THEO THREE
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Theo Modular

THEO ONE NA
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THEO ONE RA & LA

THEO ONE CORNER

THEO TWO NA

THEO TWO RA & LA

THEO THREE NA

THEO THREE RA & LA
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Latitude

Contemporary armchair or two and three seat sofas. Latitude’s
striking functional design features wide armrests to support
workspace accessories including laptops and ipads.
LATITUDE ONE
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LATITUDE TWO

LATITUDE THREE
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Vitality

The Resimercial design of Vitality allows you to create a relaxed, less formal
workspace. Single, two and three seat sofas come as standard with chrome feet
and plain backs but have optional button back detail and wooden feet to create a
more individual impact.
VITALITY ONE
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VITALITY TWO

VITALITY THREE
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Liberty

ILLUMINATE VAST SPACES WITH THE COMPLETE LIBERTY SUITE, SHOWN HERE IN A MULTI-FUNCTION SPACE

Available in one, two and three seater variants, the distinctive character
of this range is achieved by combining subtle contours and generous
proportions with a suspended back, angled to maximise comfort and
support.
LIBERTY ONE
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LIBERTY TWO

LIBERTY THREE
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Synergy

AN UBER-MODERN RECEPTION ENVIRONMENT INCORPORATING SYNERGY ARMCHAIRS, SOFAS AND MODULAR SYSTEM

Available as a single armchair - two or three seater sofa, this modern design creates a
striking first impression and can be integrated with the Synergy modular range for the
perfect combination. The suite of pieces can be tailored to complement any corporate
environment in a variety of fabrics including two tone upholstery and a full leather option.
SYNERGY ONE
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SYNERGY TWO

SYNERGY THREE
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Eden
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HIGH-BACK UNITS COMBINED WITH SOFA ELEMENTS TO CREATE A MODERN BREAKOUT ENVIRONMENT
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Eden

EDEN 1.5 HIGH

EDEN 2.5 HIGH

Power Options
A selection of PortHole modules designed to support and improve the practice of mobile
and remote working in the workplace.
PortHole charger modules are supplied complete with an individually fused power socket
and a choice of the following:
• Twin USB chargers

• Single USB charger and HDMI

• Twin HDMI

PortHole II / IV - Grey

Wireless charger modules offer an integral power supply and work with any device that is
compatible for wireless Qi induction charging.
Power and data cables all exit from the base of the unit and come with a standard 1m
mains lead to 3 pole connector, 3m data lead and 2m USB lead where appropriate.
Power options are available for use with many of the seating options found in this
brochure.
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EDEN 1.5 BOOTH

PortHole Qi - Wireless
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CE LO
O

SUPERIOR VALUE TWO AND THREE SEATER HIGH BACK UNITS DESIGNED FOR COLLABORATIVE WORKING VENTURES

MEET, GREET, WORK, REPEAT

i

CE LO
O

MEET, GREET, WORK, REPEAT

CEILO 2
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CEILO 3

CEILO COLLABORATIVE SET-UP
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Mosaic Plus

MP1
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BUILD YOUR BREAKOUT AREAS WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF CONFIGURATIONS, AS SHOWN IN THE BELOW RECEPTION AREA

MPCU

MP1-B

MP1-BLA or MP1-BRA

MP1-LARA

MP2

MP2-FB

MP2-FBLA or MP2-FBRA

MP2-LARA
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YinYang

YIN AND YANG CHAIRS COMBINE TO ENLIVEN AND COMPLETE THIS CHIC OFFICE BREAKOUT SETTING

YIN

YANG

YIN-TL-HIGH

YIN-TL

YIN-WF

YIN-FS

YIN-FL

YANG-TL

YANG-WF

YANG-WF

YANG-FS

(optional black frame)
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Valar

Maia

VALAR-TL

VALAR-CSP

MAIA-5S

VALAR

MAIA-TL

MAIA-TL

Armchairs that offer more practicality
with smooth lines and sculptured
armrests. Maia is a perfect lounge chair
for meeting, relaxing or as a practical and
comfortable reception chair.

VALAR-BSP

VALAR-FS

MAIA-TL

Beautiful looking compact chairs
with slick lines. Perfect as reception,
collaborative, or relaxing chairs.
Tailor your look with contrasting seat
pads and multiple base options.
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Amalga

AN ELEGANT BREAKOUT RANGE COMPRISED OF A SNUG SINGLE SEAT AND ARMCHAIR WITH 3 BASE OPTIONS

AG-TL
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AG-FLC

AG-FLB

AGA-TL

AGA-FLC

AGA-FLB
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Cirque

INCREDIBLY GENEROUS SEATING PROPORTIONS MEET CURVACEOUS DESIGN AND ENVIABLE COMFORT LEVELS

Cirque can be specified with 3 base options; timber leg, wire sled frame
and four star swivel base with adjustable seat height.
Feel free to complement with two tone upholstery or place alongside the
polypropylene version of the Cirque in our PSI range, Bloom.
CIRQUE-TL

CIRQUE-WF

CIRQUE-WF

CIRQUE-FS

(optional black frame)
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Costa

INCREDIBLY GENEROUS SEATING PROPORTIONS MEET CURVACEOUS DESIGN AND ENVIABLE COMFORT LEVELS.

Costa provides a sublime contrast between the lush pastel tones of the curvaceous outer
shell and the upholstery of the seating area you specify to suit your workspace.
Black nylon feet come as standard and contemporary chrome legs are there as an option
when the environment requires a more elegant touch, or where the user requires a higher
seat height.
For those environments that require an additional level of finish and comfort, Costa can be
specified fully upholstered.
COSTA-POLY
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COSTA-UPH
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Scelta

AN ARMCHAIR THAT PLEADS TO BE SAT IN. COMFORT AND STYLE WITH A DASH OF SOPHISTICATION

Scelta can be specified with 3 base options; timber leg, wire sled frame and
four star swivel base with adjustable seat height.
The inclusion of increased support to the armrests on this seat only works
to provide an unrivalled level of comfort for the user, even when sitting for
prolonged periods of time.
Scelta will work seamlessly with other options in the Pulse Design range and
provides a solution to a wide variety of specifications.

SCELTA-TL
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SCELTA-WF

SCELTA-FS
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Fusion

A RECEPTION CONFIGURATION SHOWN WITH CONTRASTING TWO TONE UPHOLSTERY

“SIMPLICITY IS THE ULTIMATE FORM OF SOPHISTICATION.”

An affordable and contemporary modular choice for any reception or
lounge setting with the additional dimension of versatility. Take any of the
pieces that make up the Fusion range to create an array of stylish seating
configurations to suit your particular space.

FUSION ONE LARA
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FUSION ONE NA

FUSION ONE - LA OR RA

FUSION CORNER

Combine Fusion modular seating to create two, three and four seater configurations
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Serenity

Serenity has been designed with versatility in mind. This stylish and
adaptable seat can be specified with or without a headrest and the
twin shell design allows the chairs to be specified fully upholstered.
Alternatively, finish with a walnut veneer or white laminate outer
shell to tailor the look and feel of the chairs to suit the environment.

TL MODEL AVAILABLE IN LIGHT BEECH OR WALNUT FINISH

SER - FS
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SER - MR

SER - WF

SER - TL

SER PLUS - FS

SER PLUS - FS

SER PLUS - FS

SER PLUS - TL
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Jill

Luna
Luna’s visually inviting character is achieved with a gently tapered and
sculptured seat that’s just asking to be sat on. Luna can be further
enhanced with an optional headrest and alternative bases.

Flared armrests and spacious proportions create the distinctive visual appeal
of this modern armchair and two seater sofa range.
A striking complement to the Jack range but equally stunning on its own.

JILL ONE

LUNA-FS

LUNA PLUS-WF

LUNA PLUS-WF

Nero

Zest
A stylish armchair and two seater sofa make up the Nero
range. Vast, fully sprung cushions ensure maximum comfort
and button detailing can be applied for additional flair.

NERO ONE
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Clean lines and understated styling defines these informal armchairs.
Ideal for use in breakout, reception and communal areas.

ZDS ONE

ZFL TWO

ZFL ONE
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Wave

Link
A contemporary low level chair with an eye-catching design. The
generous curved seat and back create a distinctive appearance.

A quality, modular system for conventional waiting areas and
informal environments. Fully upholstered square, circular, angular
and bench shape options enable the creation of dynamic and
flexible layouts to suit any given area.

BENCH

CUBE

WAVE-WF

Vista

QUADRANT
A fully upholstered, functional and cost-effective seating
solution. Vista is a flexible option for the contrasting
requirements of the modern workplace.

RADIUS

SEGMENT

TANGENT
VISTA-WF
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VISTA-WF
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Hexad

SMALL STOOLS CONFIGURED IN A CASUAL ARRANGEMENT AND FEATURING VIBRANT, CONTRASTING FABRICS

Create combinations for larger communal areas or specify as individual
stools when the setting dictates it. Hexad also perfectly accompanies
the LINK modular system and can be easily integrated in modern and
educational environments.
HEXAD SMALL
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HEXAD MEDIUM

HEXAD LARGE
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Stools

Tables
The Pulse Design stool collection provides a perfect alternative
for those areas requiring a touch of panache.
If it’s a wooden facet you’re looking for seek no further.
The Amalga High stool represents alluring style and
superlative value.

GLC4570

GLC7170

GLBS

GLBR

YIN-TL-HIGH - fully upholstered stool

JUNO - upholstered stool
GL11101

GL11125

AG-TL-HIGH - fully upholstered stool
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